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Abstract
A Kleene algebra (K,+, ·,∗ , 0, 1) is an idempotent semiring with an iteration ∗ as axiomatised
by Kozen. We consider left semiring modules (A,+, 0, :) over Kleene algebras. We call such a left
semiring module a Kleene module if each linear equation x = a + r : x has a least solution, where :
is the product from K × A to A. The linear context-free languages can be viewed as a Kleene module
A over a Kleene algebra R of binary regular word relations. Thus, the simultaneous linear fixed-point
operator µ on languages can be reduced to iteration ∗ on R and the scalar product.
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1. Introduction
Kleene algebra is an elegant formulation of the equational theory of regular languages
and a useful tool for reasoning about iterative sequential programs. It defines iteration ∗ by
means of least solutions of one-sided linear recursion equations, i.e. a∗b is the least solution
of x = ax + b. If we give up this linearity condition, we obtain context-free languages as
the least solutions of (systems of) arbitrary recursive equations x = r(x), and recursive
sequential programs µx·r if we replace iteration ∗ by a least-fixed-point operator µ.
In this paper we observe that an intermediate level between the regular and context-free
languages can still be treated by algebraic means without the introduction of a general
fixed-point-operator. Namely, the linear context-free languages can be seen as a semiring
module over a Kleene algebra. The observation essentially goes back to Gruska [3]; what is
new here is that it can be given in more familiar algebraic terms and then naturally suggests
to consider semiring modules over a Kleene algebra.
We define the notion of a Kleene module over a Kleene algebra and show that the
concept has implicitly been around for quite some time, both in semantics for natural and
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programming languages as well as in formal language theory. We show that the vector
module of a Kleene module is a Kleene module over the matrix Kleene algebra, and that
generally in a Kleene module, least solutions of linear recursion equations can be denoted
by linear expressions, avoiding the least-fixed-point operator. Kleene modules are related
to the notions of Boolean module and dynamic algebra.
2. Kleene modules
Definition 2.1 (Kozen [6]). A Kleene algebra (K,+, ·, ∗, 0, 1) is an idempotent semiring
with a unary operation ∗ satisfying
∀a∀b(a · (a∗ · b) + b  a∗ · b ∧ ∀x(a · x + b  x → a∗ · b  x)),
∀a∀b((b · a∗) · a + b  b · a∗ ∧ ∀x(x · a + b  x → b · a∗  x)),
where  is the partial order on K given by a  b iff a + b = b.
The axioms imply that +, · and ∗ are argument-wise monotone with respect to . In par-
ticular, a + b  c iff a  c ∧ b  c. Henceforth we often write ab instead of a · b.
The prime example of a Kleene algebra consists of the regular sets of words over a
finite alphabet, where + is set union, · the elementwise concatenation, ∗ the closure of a
set under · and the empty word ε, 0 the empty set and 1 the singleton set {ε}. The other
standard example consists of the binary relations on a set M , where + is union, · the
relation product, ∗ the reflexive transitive closure, 0 the empty relation and 1 the diagonal
on M .
Definition 2.2. Let K = (K,+, ·,∗ , 0, 1) be a Kleene algebra and A = (A,+, 0) an
idempotent commutative monoid. M = (K,A, :) is a (left) semiring module over K , if
: is a mapping from K × A to A, such that for all r, s ∈ K and a, b ∈ A:
r : 0=0, (1)
r : (a + b)=r : a + r : b, (2)
0 : a=0, (3)
(r + s) : a=r : a + s : a, (4)
1 : a=a, (5)
(r · s) : a=r : (s : a). (6)
The semiring module M is a Kleene module, if we also have
r : b + a  b ⇒ r∗ : a  b (7)
for all r ∈ K and a, b ∈ A, using x  y : ⇐⇒ x + y = y. We often omit K from M and
call (A, :) or (A,+, 0, :) a K-semiring module.
The distributivity properties imply that the scalar multiplication : is monotone in both
arguments. In particular, one has rn : a  r∗ : a.
A semiring module over a semiring is the analogue of a module over a ring when
inverse elements with respect to + need not exist. The dynamic algebras of Kozen [5]
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are similar to semiring modules over a ∗-continuous Kleene algebra: instead of (7) one
there demands that r∗ : a =⊔{ rn : a | n ∈ N } and that A is a Boolean algebra. (K is
∗
-continuous if ab∗c =⊔{ abnc | n ∈ N } for all a, b, c ∈ K .) If one keeps (7) but re-
places A = (A,+, 0) by a Boolean algebra (A,+, 0, ·, 1,¯), one obtains a more restrictive
notion of Kleene (left-)module that has recently been introduced by Ehm et al. [2]. These
structures are useful for reasoning about programs, treating A as properties and K as
actions.
Proposition 2.3. In any Kleene module (K,A, :), for any r ∈ K and a ∈ A the element
r∗ : a is the least solution of the right-linear equation x = r : x + a.
Proof. Since r∗ = r · r∗ + 1 in a Kleene algebra, we have
r∗ : a = (r · r∗ + 1) : a = (r · r∗) : a + 1 : a = r : (r∗ : a) + a,
so r∗ : a is a solution of x = r : x + a. By (7), any other solution b of this equation satisfies
r∗ : a  b. 
Example 2.4. If K is a Kleene algebra, then M = (K,A, ·) with A = (K,+, 0) is a
Kleene module over K , where 0, + and · are the corresponding operations from K .
In particular, let Ln be the Kleene algebra of all n-ary relations between words over
the alphabet , where + is union and · is the lifting of componentwise concatenation to
relations. Then Ln is a Kleene module over itself. For A = {(a, b, c)}, the least solution of
X = A : X + 1 is A∗ = { (an, bn, cn) | n ∈ N }.
By Reg(Ln), the n-ary regular word relations over , we mean the Kleene subalgebra
of Ln generated by the finite elements of Ln.
The next two examples may be called the standard interpretations of the axioms for
Kleene modules. They are actually continuous Kleene modules, and are also reducts of
Boolean modules in the sense of Brink [1]. We only give · and :, since then ∗ follows from
R∗ =⋃{Rn | n ∈ N }.
Example 2.5 (Peirce [7], p. 38). Let K = (2M×M,∪, ; , ∗, ∅, 1M) be the algebra of bin-
ary relations on a set M 
= ∅, A = (2M,∪, ∅) the algebra of subsets of M , and · and : be
the relation composition ; and the inverse image of a set under a relation:
R ; S={ (m, n) | ∃k ∈ M (R(m, k) ∧ S(k, n)) }, (8)
R : A={m | ∃k ∈ M (R(m, k) ∧ A(k)) }. (9)
This interpretation is used in the semantics of natural language, modal logic and program-
ming languages. Peirce developed relation algebra in order to extend the classical interpre-
tation of intransitive verbs and common nouns by sets to an interpretation of transitive verbs
and relational nouns by relations. In particular, he1 used : to give meaning to constructions
like lover of a women as L : W . In modal logic, a formula ♦ϕ is interpreted as the inverse
image R : A of the set A of worlds satisfying ϕ under the accessibility relation R between
1 In relation algebra, Tarski [10] used +, and ; for the relative and + and · for the absolute, Boolean, sum and
product. It has become customary to use : for the variants of ; where one of the arguments is a relation, the other
a set. We follow this convention, whence here, : is “Peirce’s application”, not the “is of type”-relation.
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worlds. Likewise, in dynamic logic 〈α〉ϕ is the inverse image R : A of the set A of states
satisfying ϕ under the state transformation R defined by executions of the program α.
Example 2.6 (Gruska [3]). Let K = (2∗×∗ ,∪, ·, ∗, ∅, {(ε, ε)}) consist of the binary
word-relations over the alphabet  and A = (2∗ ,∪, ∅) of the word sets (languages), and
let · and : be the (pointwise) infixation of a word relation (a set, resp.) into a word relation:
R · S={ (v1w1, w2v2) | (v1, v2) ∈ R, (w1, w2) ∈ S }, (10)
R : A={ v1wv2 | (v1, v2) ∈ R,w ∈ A }. (11)
We will consider this interpretation in some detail in Section 4.
Example 2.7 (Pollard [8, 9]). To describe natural languages, Pollard introduced head lan-
guages and head grammars. A phrase of a grammatical category is supposed to contain a
head element of a corresponding lexical category, such as a noun in a noun phrase, a verb
in a verb phrase, etc. A phrase is the result of wrapping split strings (u, v) around head
elements. Several such wrapping operations ◦i : ∗2 × ∗2 → ∗2 have been considered,
the infixation of the previous example among them:
(v1, v2) ◦1 (w1, w2) := (v1w1, w2v2),
(v1, v2) ◦2 (w1, w2) := (v1, v2w1w2), (v1, v2) ◦3 (w1, w2) := (v1v2w1, w2),
(v1, v2) ◦4 (w1, w2) := (v1, w1w2v2), (v1, v2) ◦5 (w1, w2) := (v1w1w2, v2).
Each of the associative operations ◦1, ◦2, ◦3, when lifted to relations, gives a Kleene
algebra Ri = (2∗×∗ ,∪, ◦i ,∗ , ∅, {(ε, ε)}), i = 1, 2, 3. Let ◦′i be the inhomogeneous var-
iant of the operation ◦i , where the first argument is a word pair and the second a word:
(v1, v2) ◦′1 w := v1wv2,
(v1, v2) ◦′2 w := (v1, v2w), v ◦′3 (w1, w2) := (vw1, w2),
(v1, v2) ◦′4 w := (v1, wv2), (v1, v2) ◦′5 w := (v1w, v2).
For the associative operations ◦ ∈ {◦1, ◦2, ◦3} we have R ◦′ (R ◦′ A) = (R ◦ R) ◦′ A,
so that A = (2∗ ,∪, ∅) is also a (left or right) semiring module over Ri .
Actually, neither Peirce nor Pollard considered the iteration ∗, but Peirce was aware of
the module properties of +, ; and : in Example 2.5.
Example 2.8. Not every semiring module over a Kleene algebra is a Kleene module. Let
K ′ be obtained from the Kleene algebra K = (2∗ ,∪, ∅, ·, {ε}, ∗) of all languages over 
by using A ·′ B := B · A as product. Then K × K ′, with operations defined component-
wise, is a Kleene algebra. For A,B,C ⊆ ∗ put
(A,B) : C := { u · w · v | u ∈ A, v ∈ B, w ∈ C }.
Clearly, (K, :) is a semiring module over K × K ′; but it is not a Kleene module: for A =
{a}, B = {b}, C = {c} with different a, b, c ∈ , the least solution of x = (A,B) : x + C
is not
(A,B)∗ : C = (A∗, B∗) : C = A∗CB∗,
but rather its strict subset
⋃{ (A,B)n : C | n ∈ N } = { ancbn | n ∈ N }.
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3. The vector module and linear equation systems
Let Mn,m(A) be the n × m matrices with entries from A.
Theorem 3.1. Let (A, :) be a (Kleene) semiring module over the Kleene algebra K . Then
Mn,1(A) is a (Kleene) semiring module over the Kleene algebra Mn,n(K), under the
scalar multiplication

r1,1 · · · r1,1
...
.
.
.
...
r1,1 · · · r1,n

 :


a1
...
an

 =


∑n
j=1 r1,j : aj
...∑n
j=1 rn,j : aj

 .
Proof. (i) Since A is an idempotent commutative monoid, so is Mn,1(A). The semiring
module properties of : on Mn,1(A) follow from those of : on A, using the definition of
matrix operations.
(ii) To show that (Mn,1(A), :) is Kleenean over Mn,n(K), assume that (A, :) is Klee-
nean over K . Suppose we have R : X + E  X in Mn,1(A), so in particular,
R : X  X and E  X.
It is sufficient to show that R∗ : X  X, since then by monotonicity, the claim follows:
R∗ : E  R∗ : X  X.
For n = 1, from R : X  X we obtain R : X + X  X + X = X, and therefore R∗ :
X  X by (7), since (A,:) is Kleenean. For n > 1, split R and X as
R =
(
A B
C D
)
and X =
(
x
y
)
with square matrices A,D and vectors x, y, such that x has as many rows as A. Then since
R : X  X, we have
A : x + B : y  x and C : x + D : y  y. (12)
By induction, A : x  x and D : y  y give
A∗ : x  x and D∗ : y  y. (13)
The iteration of a matrix can be defined by recursion on the dimension, using the recursion
formula
(
A B
C D
)∗
=
(
F ∗ F ∗BD∗
D∗CF ∗ D∗ + D∗CF ∗BD∗
)
, where F := A + BD∗C. (14)
Hence the claim R∗ : X  X is equivalent to the four inequations
F ∗ : x  x, F ∗BD∗ : y  x,
D∗CF ∗ : x  y, (D∗ + D∗CF ∗BD∗) : y  y.
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These follow from (12) and (13) using the same calculations as in the case of Kleene
algebras, c.f. [6]. For the first inequation F ∗ : x  x, by induction it is sufficient to show
F : x  x, which follows from (12) and (13) using the module properties:
F : x=(A + BD∗C) : x
=A : x + B : (D∗ : (C : x))
x + B : (D∗ : y)
x + B : y
x + x = x.
The remaining three inequations are easily obtained using F ∗ : x  x. 
Definition 3.2. Let A = (A,+, 0, :) be a Kleene module over K . The submodule of A
generated by B ⊆ A consists of the set
〈B〉A :=
⋂
{M | {0} ∪ B ⊆ M ⊆ A, M + M ⊆ M, K : M ⊆ M }
together with the restrictions of the operations from A to 〈B〉A.
Clearly, 〈B〉A consists of the linear combinations ∑mi=1 ri : bi of elements bi ∈ B with
coefficients ri ∈ K .
Definition 3.3. The linear and the regular expressions over the finite sets, of constants
are defined by the grammar
p, q := 0|c|(p + q)|r : p (15)
r, s := 0|1|d|(r + s)|(r · s)|r∗, (16)
where c ranges over  and d ranges over .
In a semiring module M = (K,A, :) with elements cA ∈ A and dK ∈ K for c ∈ 
and d ∈  these expressions are interpreted as elements pM ∈ A and rK ∈ K , using the
operations of M. In particular, (r : p)M = rK : pM.
Linear expressions are algebraic terms for the least solution of linear recursion systems,
and thus can replace some uses of a general fixed-point operator µ:
Theorem 3.4. Let M = (A,K, :) be a Kleene module, with elements cA ∈ A and dK ∈
K for c ∈  and d ∈ . Let K ′ be the subalgebra of K generated by { dK | d ∈  } and
A′ the K ′-submodule of A generated by { cA | c ∈  }. Then for a ∈ A, the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) a belongs to A′.
(ii) a = pM for some linear expression p over ,.
(iii) a is a component of the least solution in M of a linear equation system
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x1 =r1,1 : x1 + · · · + r1,m : xm + b1
...
...
... (17)
xm=rm,1 : x1 + · · · + rm,m : xm + bm,
where the ri,j are regular expressions over  and the bi are sums over .
Proof. (i) ⇔ (ii): Each element of K ′ is denoted by a regular expression over , and so
each element of A′ is denoted by a linear expression over ,. The converse is also clear.
(iii) ⇒ (ii): The equation system (17) can be written as a matrix equation
X = R : X + B
in the semiring module Mm,1(A) over Mm,m(K ′). By Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.3,
its least solution, µX(R : X + B), is R∗ : B. By the recursion formula (14), the entries si,j
of R∗ are regular expressions in the entries of R, hence regular expressions over . Thus,
the first component of the least solution is
a =
m∑
j=1
s1,j : bj ,
which defines a in A by a linear expression over ,.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) by induction on the linear expressions p. If a satisfies (iii), we shortly say
a is defined in x1 by a linear system over ⊕ {x1, . . . , xm}, where ⊕ separates the linear
parameters from the linear recursion variables.
p ∈ {0} ∪ : Then pM is the least solution of the linear system x0 = p.
p ≡ (p1 + p2): By induction, pM1 and pM2 are definable in x1 or xm+1 by two linear
equation systems
x1 = q1(x1, . . ., xm)
...
...
...
xm = qm(x1, . . ., xm)
and
xm+1 = qm+1(xm+1, . . ., xm+k)
...
...
...
xm+k = qm+k(xm+1, . . ., xm+k).
We combine these by adding the linear equation x0 = 1 : x1 + 1 : xm+1. Then pM is
defined in x0 by the combined linear system over ⊕ {x0, . . . , xm+k}.
p ≡ r : q: By induction, qM is defined in x1 by a linear system
x1 = q1(x1, . . ., xm)
...
...
...
xm = qm(x1, . . ., xm)
(18)
over ⊕ {x1, . . . , xm}. We show by induction on r that there is a linear system
xm+1 = qm+1(xm+1, . . ., xm+k)
...
...
...
xm+k = qm+k(xm+1, . . ., xm+k)
(19)
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over  ∪ {x1} ⊕ {xm+1, . . . , xm+k} such that pM = rM : qM is defined in xm+1 by the
linear system over ⊕ {x1, . . . , xm+k} consisting of (18) and (19).
(i) r ∈ {0, 1} ∪ : Then let qm+1 be r : x1, which is linear in x1 (and xm+1).
(ii) r ≡ (r1 + r2): By induction, rM1 : qM is defined in xm+2 by a linear system over ⊕
{x1, . . . , xm, xm+2, . . . , xm+l}, and rM2 : qM is defined in xm+l+1 by a linear system
over ⊕ {x1, . . . , xm, xm+l+1, . . . , xm+k}, with the same Eq. (18) for x1, . . . , xm.
Combining these by adding xm+1 = xm+2 + xm+l+1, we obtain a linear system over
⊕ {x1, . . . , xm+k} which defines rM : qM in xm+1.
(iii) r ≡ (r1 · r2): We have (r1 · r2)M : qM = rM1 : (r2 : q)M. By induction, rM2 : qM is
defined in xm+1 by a linear system over ⊕ {x1, . . . , xm+k}. Again by induction,
there is a linear system over  ∪ {xm+1} ⊕ {xm+k+1, . . . , xm+l} such that rM1 : (r2 :
q)M is defined in xm+k+1 by the combination of these two systems.
(iv) r ≡ s∗: Then (s∗ : q)M is the least solution of xm+1 = s : xm+1 + q in M. Hence,
the linear system over⊕ {x1, . . . , xm+1} consisting of (18) and xm+1 = s : xm+1 +
1 : x1 defines rM : qM in xm+1.
Note that in (iv) we can inductively decompose s in s : xm+1 further until we reach a
system (17) where each ri,j is an element of , provided we allow several summands r : x
with the same variable x. 
4. Application to linear languages
From the result of the previous section we now regain Gruska’s characterisation of linear
context-free languages.
Definition 4.1. A linear context-free grammar over the alphabet  is an equation system
x1 = r1(x1, . . ., xm)
...
...
...
xm = rm(x1, . . ., xm),
(20)
where each ri is a sum of words w or uxv in which u, v,w ∈ + ∪ {0, 1} and x is one
of the recursion variables x1, . . . , xm. A language L ⊆ ∗ is linear context-free if it is
a component of the least solution of a linear context-free grammar over , taken in the
Kleene algebra L of all languages over .
As in Example 2.6, let K = Reg(L2) be the Kleene algebra of the (binary) regular
word relations over  and A = (2∗ ,∪, ∅, :) be the Kleene K-module of languages over
, where R : A is the infixation (11) of a language A ⊆ ∗ into a regular word relation
R ⊆ ∗ × ∗.
Let :=  ∪ {ε} and := { (, a) | a ∈  } ∪ { (a, ) | a ∈  }. The linear and reg-
ular expressions over , can be interpreted in A, using the corresponding singleton
sets as interpretation of the constants of  or .
Gruska [3], Theorem 4.1, has characterised the linear context-free languages as those
belonging to the smallest class obtained from singleton sets of words and word pairs by
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the operations on the K-module A, which amounts to the equivalence of (i) and (iii) in the
following:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose L ⊆ ∗. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) L ∈ 〈 ∪ {ε}〉A,
(ii) L = pA for some linear expression p over ,,
(iii) L is a linear context-free language over .
Proof. Since K is generated by the values for the constants of , this comes down to a
special case of Theorem 3.4, if we rephrase (iii):
For (iii) ⇒ (ii): Let L be a component of the least solution of (20) in L. Each summand
uxjw of ri can be written as an insertion (u, v) : xj of xj into the split string (u, v) ∈
∗ × ∗, and each (u, v) as a word over  evaluated in K . Similarly, each word w ∈ ∗
can be written as (u, v) : c for some (u, v) ∈ ∗ × ∗ and c ∈ . The context-free gram-
mar (20) can therefore be seen as a linear system (17) over , with respect to A. By
Theorem 3.4, we have (ii).
(ii) ⇒ (iii): By Theorem 3.4, we obtain from p a linear equation system (17) with
respect to A (and without occurrences of ∗), and translate this back to a context-free gram-
mar (20), which clearly has the same least solution. 
Example 4.3. Consider the linear system
x = axb + ay
y = xc + ya + by + 1
over  = {a, b, c}. In the module L over K = Reg(L2), it can be written as
x = (a, b) : x + (a, 1) : y
y = (1, c) : x + ((1, a) + (b, 1)) : y + 1
or as a matrix equation(
x
y
)
=
(
(a, b) (a, 1)
(1, c) (1, a) + (b, 1)
)
:
(
x
y
)
+
(
0
1
)
.
Since (L, :) with infixation as : is a Kleene module over K by Example 2.6, this matrix
equation has a least solution, namely(
x
y
)
=
(
(a, b) (a, 1)
(1, c) (1, a) + (b, 1)
)∗
:
(
0
1
)
.
Using the recursion formula (14) for matrix iteration to compute(
A B
C D
)∗
:=
(
(a, b) (a, 1)
(1, c) (1, a) + (b, 1)
)∗
,
one obtains, where F := A + BD∗C, for the x-component of the least solution
x=F ∗ : 0 + F ∗BD∗ : 1
=(A + BD∗C)∗BD∗ : 1
=((a, b) + (a, 1)((1, a) + (b, 1))∗(1, c))∗(a, 1)((1, a) + (b, 1))∗ : 1.
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If we wish to go beyond linear expressions by admitting ∗ on words as well, we may
simplify this using ((1, a) + (b, 1))∗ = (b∗, a∗).
Remark 4.4. A notion of finite automaton recognising linear languages arises naturally
from the viewpoint of Gruska’s Kleene module of Example 2.6. A linear language is the
finite union of insertions R : B of finite languages B into regular word relations R. For
each R,B there is a finite automaton AR over  recognising R and a finite automaton
AB over  recognising B. Clearly, the automaton AR reading sequences (u1,1, u1,2) ·
(u2,1, u2,2) · · · (uk,1, uk,2) over  can be turned into a two-way automaton on words over
, reading u1,1 at the beginning and u1,2 at the end of the string etc. If it is possible to
remove from a given word w a prefix u1,1 · · ·uk,1 and a suffix u2,k · · ·u2,1 and reach an
end state of AR , one knows that (u1,1 · · ·u1,k, u2,k · · ·u2,1) ∈ R, and then AB can be used
to check whether the remaining infix of w belongs to B.
Note that the two-way automaton for R : B obtained this way shortens the input at
both ends in the first phase, and hence differs from the more familiar two-way automata
accepting regular languages. Since one may assume B = {} above, AR can be seen as the
two-tape finite automata for linear languages suggested in Harrison [4], p. 64.
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